Conservation Burial
Choose Your Tree, Grow Your Legacy

Life Forest is designed to grow into a natural forest and is protected by law.

Life Forest Community of Support
We offer voluntary meetings where we can gather, connect with nature, and talk as friends. We listen to our community for the betterment and constant growth of Life Forest. We host public events such as acoustical music series to the general public, welcoming others under our umbrella of hope.

Charitable Missions
We never charge for a child’s burial or plot (up to young adulthood), and we offer no cost burial services for those whom have passed from an overdose or suicide.

Why LifeForest®

Life Forest abuts over 80 acres of conservation trails, with views and river access. While visiting your loved one, enjoy natural surroundings. Visit the nearby historic Stone Arch Bridge and the Gleason waterfall, then take a short walk to the swimming area.

Visit LifeForest®

“I highly recommend Life Forest to anyone looking for an alternative to crematorium and have their final resting place in a peaceful loving environment.”
— David K, Life Forest Community Member

“Very respectful place to lay your loved ones. One of the few who will allow your loved ones remains to be be placed with the animals that they love as well.”
— Jeffery M, Life Forest Community Member

“When I found Life Forest it seemed so perfect for me. It was perfect for my goals, it was perfect for my values, and it was perfect for my final resting place.”
— Kate Waldo, Senior National Director of Recreation and Guest Services of Genesis Healthcare

QR Codes
We place a QR Code at the base of your memorial tree which links to a remembrance page dedicated to your loved one.

Love People and Pets
Life Forest allows you to be proudly buried with your pet’s ashes. In life they were by our side, and it is by our side that they should remain.

Visit LifeForest®

Life Forest®, is a proud member of:

THELIFEFOREST.COM

THELIFEFOREST.COM
Choose a Tree
Your Memorial Tree is protected by law.

Choose from our Evergreen Memorial Grove:
- 7’ x 7’ - Memorial Tree Burial Plot
- 15’ x 15’ - Memorial Tree Burial Plot

Preserve a Forest
Life Forest’s carefully designed ecological system offers the option of additional burials under your memorial tree, without disturbing the tree’s growth. And because animal companions are also part of the family, we offer options for pet burial as well.

Grow a Legacy
Grow a beautiful living memorial

We believe that creating a positive surrounding is the foundation of healing. Life Forest offers a beautiful sanctuary for mourning, celebrating life, and connecting with the boundless energy of nature.

Life Forest provides private burial plots for cremated and composted remains, replacing headstones with trees, allowing you to grow a beautiful living memorial within a peaceful vibrant memory forest. Each woodland burial plot is marked by one of our carefully selected memorial trees, under which we bury the ashes of your loved one. Burial plot locations are recorded by exact GPS coordinates so that friends, family, and future generations can always visit your memorial tree.

Single Ash Burial
In the presence of a beautiful Evergreen tree, a single cremation grave in our Evergreen Memorial Grove provides natural, in-ground burial with nearby memorialization that links to your remembrance page.

Memorial Tree Burial Plots
Our pricing is all-inclusive and the cost of our Memorial Tree Burial Plots are directly tied to the amount of space necessary for your tree to properly grow.

We encourage members of the Life Forest community to bury multiple cremated remains under a Memorial Tree (both people and pets).

We understand that honoring a loved one is a personal and important decision. We will work with you to ensure we can accommodate any native tree you choose.

Included with your Memorial Tree Burial Plot:
- A deed recorded burial plot noting exact GPS coordinates
- Multiple ash burials
- A freshly planted mature Memorial Tree
- A Life Forest Celebration Post
- A QR code marker linked to an online remembrance page
- Use of Life Forest land for family events
- Voluntary gatherings for emotional support
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